The classification of 5-dimensional /i-cobordisms given by Cappell, Lashof, and Shaneson is here strengthened and extended to s-cobordisms when the ends of the s-cobordism are smooth.
= djV, d2W = <9jV and a homeomorphism of W U V onto W U V which is the identity on M = d,W and a diffeomorphism from dA/ to cLV . Given a smooth 4-manifold M, let AL denote the connected sum of AI and k copies of S2 xS2.
Theorem.
There is a k such that for any connected compact smooth isomorphism S : HAdW, dW -Mfe; Zj^/FKw, dW; Z2). There is also an excision isomorphism e : HAdW, dW -M,; Z2) -» Hi(M,, dM,; ZA) and a "pro- There are only two 3-disk bundles over S , yielding two values for /'.
The proof is completed by letting k be the larger.
Case 3. General case, k as in Case 2.
Proof ol Case 3. By Case 1 it suffices to show that 6 is onto. Given a in iPiM, dM; ZJ) let 5 be a smoothly imbedded circle in M representing the
